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1 COLOUR! Get creative and colour 
the picture below.

2 LETTER FUN! 
With your finger, or a pencil, trace 
over the letters starting at the dots.
Play a game! Pick a letter and find as 
many items beginning with that letter.

cat
boat

drum

apple

4  
Make a list of ten items to 

find around the house, garden 
or out on a family walk. How 
many items can you find?

SCAVENGER HUNT! 

3 LET’S PLAY ‘I SPY!’
Help develop language and communication! Choose 
an object in sight of all players and say, “I spy with my 
little eye, something beginning with [the letter]”. Take it 
in turns to guess what the object may be. You can help with 
little clues or allow the players to ask ‘yes’ or ‘no’ questions.

EARLY LEARNING IDEAS!7 INSPIRED BY REDAN’S CHILDREN’S MAGAZINES

Simplif ying early learning for grown-ups 
and keeping it fun for litt le ones!



*Terms and conditions apply. Subscription saving quoted is based on a Sparkle World magazine annual subscription taken by Direct Debit. Subscription copies DO NOT include the covermount gif t. 
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2 LETTER FUN! 
With your finger, or a pencil, trace 
over the letters starting at the dots.
Play a game! Pick a letter and find as 
many items beginning with that letter.

cat
boat

drum

apple

7 LET’S COUNT! Count the items in the picture below, 
then write how many of each item there are in the red boxes.

6

       
        shocked

    
    

    
   h

appy

       
          silly

     
          sad

HOW ARE YOU FEELING? 
Draw the different expressions 
on the faces. Draw a circle 
around the face to show how 
you are feeling today.

5 LET’S GET ACTIVE!
Get moving with this fun exercise 

game. Roll the dice and whichever number 
it lands on, do the fun activity below.

1: Touch your toes twice.
2: Circle your arms five times.
3: Do three star jumps.
4: Wave your arms six times.
5: Run on the spot for ten seconds. 
6: Dance for twenty seconds.

3 LET’S PLAY ‘I SPY!’
Help develop language and communication! Choose 
an object in sight of all players and say, “I spy with my 
little eye, something beginning with [the letter]”. Take it 
in turns to guess what the object may be. You can help with 
little clues or allow the players to ask ‘yes’ or ‘no’ questions.
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